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welcome message

TFWA AGM
TFWA sector tomorrow

Introduction

Brand new
marketing tools elections
today

TFWA World Exhibition is a crucial part
of the industry’s calendar, offering a
showcase for brands and new products
and a vital stage for discussion and debate
through networking opportunities.
Bearing in mind that the outside world
has changed dramatically in recent years,
and that the objective for the marketing
team is to improve the quality of service
we offer for all concerned – delegates,
visitors and exhibitors – TFWA’s strategy
is to provide you with communication
tools that help develop further dialogue
between us all.
Being connected is vital in today’s
digitally-driven world. At TFWA World
Exhibition we offer four digital tools to
help you make the very best of the week.
This year’s event will again see a daily
‘live’ homepage on the TFWA website,
keeping you right up to date with the
programme for the day and all the show
news of the previous day. And to easily
access the page, you can now scan the QR
Code on the front cover of the TFWA Daily.
There will, of course, also be a complete
review of the Exhibition online shortly after
the event, with video, photos and images
covering every aspect of the event.
This is in addition to new tools successfully
introduced earlier this year for TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference & Exhibition, including the New Product Showcase, whereby
exhibitors can promote and highlight up to
three new brands/products; Smartphone
Apps for Blackberry and iPhone; and
interactive touch screens around the
exhibition – all designed to enable you to
make the most out of this week.
Post TFWA Asia Pacific, and again after
this week, we are also using a review of
the event to leverage digital PR that aims
to create more awareness about travel
retail and TFWA on a broader stage –
generating international online and print
coverage in business publications read by
key decision makers globally.
Networking is, as we all know, a vital
part of our industry and this week you
have ample opportunity to meet new
and existing contacts both in a formal

and relaxed environment. Again we are
constantly looking at ways to improve
the offer, and this year we have made
significant changes to The Scene, with a
smart new location at the Gare Maritime
and enhanced services and entertainment
– including a live band on Thursday night.
As usual this week, we have a varied and
busy social programme, which kicked
off on Sunday with our traditional sports
and leisure day. ‘Kicked’ is an apt word to
use, as this year we introduced a soccer
tournament for the first time, which proved
popular – and certainly competitive!
Thanks to our sponsors: Perfetti Van Melle
for the soccer; Kipling for the pétanque;
Eastpak for the jogging/hiking; as well as
Heinemann and Estée Lauder for once
again organising the golf tournament.
Not everyone is sporty, of course, so
again this year we also offered a perfume
master class in Grasse and wine tasting at
the beautiful Abbaye de Lérins on the Ile
St Honorat. Not only entertaining, these
two events enable participants to learn
and discover more about two of the major
categories within our industry.
The opening Sunday – with the wonderful
Opening Cocktail at the end of the day – is
a brilliant social start to a busy working
week, but undoubtedly the highlight of
the week is Le Premium Evening tomorrow evening. We are back to the Palm
Beach for what promises to be another
spectacular and glamorous black-tie
party with spectacular entertainment on
a Spanish ‘Viva la Vida’ theme. Vibrant and
colourful, it’s the perfect way to conclude
a successful week of business and share a
unique experience with business partners,
colleagues and friends. It is expected to be
a total sell out, so please do remember to
book your table as soon as possible.
From all of us at the TFWA Marketing Team,
we hope you are having a very successful
and enjoyable week here in Cannes – with
plenty to talk about. Viva Cannes!

Sylvie Lavagno
Vice-President Marketing,
TFWA

The sector elections for the Management
Committee of TFWA take place today.
Members are invited to vote between 08:30
and 12:00 today at the TFWA offices. There is
direct access to the TFWA offices on Level 0
via the esplanade of the Palais des Festivals.

Le Premium Evening tomorrow:
Book your table
A reminder to please book your table for tomorrow
night’s Le Premium Evening by 18:00 today.
Reserve your table at Le Premium Evening Desk on
Level 1 of the Palais des Festivals.

New: Beach Village
This year’s TFWA World Exhibition is the biggest
and busiest ever. TFWA has established a new
exhibition area in response to the high demand for
additional space from existing exhibitors, as well as
to accommodate as many new exhibitors as possible.
The new Beach Village increases total exhibition
space to more than 21,000sqm. Located on Riviera
Beach, next to the Palais des Festivals, the large
outdoor structure houses Philip Morris, and features
the new Beach Restaurant. Meanwhile, The Scene is
relocated to a stylish new home in the Gare Maritime
on the other side of the Palais des Festivals.

A part of the
exhibition &
business services
(Level 1, open to all delegates)

Well-Being Lounge (Level 1)
Kindly supported by:

Nail bar

www.tfwa.com

Business Centre
Service Desks
• Hotel
• The Scene
• Le Premium Evening

New this year

Kindly supported by:
Members of the TFWA Marketing Management Committee: Cristina Marcellini, Salvatore Ferragamo; Sylvie Lavagno,
Vice-President; Alain Bonardo, Bonardo Travel Retail; and Nadia Skouri Garcia-Pelayo, Oxygen.

A reminder that the TFWA Annual
General Meeting & Extraordinary
General Meeting takes place
tomorrow at 09:00. The location
is Audi K, Level 4, Palais des
Festivals. Attendance is for TFWA
member companies only.

In front of the Palais
Luggage Service (Registration Pavilion)
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Secret
party
Victoria’s Secret Beauty & Accessories
hosted a reception on its stand last night
(Bay Village Bay Terrace 2) to promote the
brand’s presence in travel retail. Special
guest for the night Lindsay Ellingson,
a Victoria’s Secret angel, was on hand
to sign photographs, and a range of
fragrances and accessories were also
being presented.

Superb smokes
Philip Morris International Duty Free yesterday
hosted a party to mark the launch of the
new Parliament Carat cigarettes. Svetlana
Konovalenko, Director Marketing, PMI Duty
Free, said: “Our big news is the introduction of
this very premium luxury proposition; the latest
addition to the Parliament family.”

Bacardi celebrates
150th anniversary

Julia Nuemaier, Trade Marketing Manager of Duty Free Asia Pacific, Africa & Middle East; Martin Stingl, Area Sales
Manager; Anja Gerbig, Trade Marketing Manger for Duty Free Europe & America; Andreas Lemke, General Manager
of Duty Free; Gable Merrick, Regional Manager of Duty Free South Asia & Taiwan; Alexandra Goetz, Exclusive
Hostess; Gotje Rogall, Davidoff Brand Manager for Duty Free; Sebastian Clausen, Sales Director for Duty Free; Robin
Lu, Regional Sales Manager; Christian Münstermann, Trade Marketing Director for Duty Free.

A SMOKING
HOT DO
Imperial Tobacco yesterday held a
glittering get-together to celebrate the
launch of Davidoff iD, its new premium
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cigarette. The bash also celebrated
the new Monte Cristo cigarillos and
Parker & Simpson value for money
cigarettes. Seven different musical acts
welcomed guests to discover Imperial’s
latest ventures, while a tailor took
their measurements for a personalised
suit giveaway. The winner was Arif
Hafiz, Group Managing Director, Suzan
General Trading Dubai.

As Bacardi is celebrating its 150th anniversary this year, its stand and the adjacent
Bacardi bar are reflecting the incredible
heritage of the rum. Vintage advertising,
as well as contemporary images, illustrate
how Bacardi cocktails have been bringing
people together for 150 years.
Working behind the bar are some of the top
bartenders in the world, including from left
to right: David Cordoba, Bacardi Rum Global
Ambassador; Marc Plumridge, Bacardi
Global Travel Retail Ambassador; and Alex
Kratena from the Artesian bar in London,
who was named 2012 international bartender

of the year at Tales of the Cocktail.
Plumridge said: “This year we are
celebrating 150 years of legendary Bacardi
parties, so every day here at the Bacardi
bar we are giving all delegates the opportunity to celebrate with us.”
Bacardi cocktails served include the
Bacardi rum punch to reflect the current
trend for punch cocktails, the new ‘Oak &
Coke’ – Bacardi OakHeart and Coke poured
over ice – and the classic Bacardi Mojito,
which was first created with Bacardi rum.
The Bacardi bar is open every day from
16:00 to 18:00.

www.tfwa.com

The Balvenie® Handcrafted to be enjoyed responsibly.
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A SIGNATURE
CELEBRATION
Leonard welcomed guests from all over the world
to celebrate the launch of its signature fragrance,
Leonard, at a Champagne reception last night. The
scent is the first Eau de Toilette to be unveiled by
the French fashion house for six years.
Anthon Berg’s Tomas Bruun, Travel Retail Director, Asia & Americas; Christina Villadsen, Press Agent; Hanne Jyrup
Rasmussen, Brand Director; and Peter Dige, Travel Retail Director, Europe.

Anthon’s Universe

Vivianne Youwakim, Sales Manager, UAE Grand Stores; Samer Abu Issa, Business Development Director, UAE Grand
Stores; Majdu Saeed, General Manager of Fragrance & Beauty Department, UAE Grand Stores; Nathalie Tribouillard,
CEO, Leonard; Luc Delfosse, President, International Beauty Initiatives; Anthony Gambirasio, Co-owner, VAG; Victor
Gambirasio, Owner, VAG; Emilie Sorroche, Marketing Manager, VAG; Sunil Madhom, Chanel Department Manager,
UAE Grand Stores.

Anthon Berg welcomed its business partners to
the Restaurant de la Privilège last night on the
Croisette to dine in relaxing surroundings. Guests
were invited to celebrate the spirit of giving of their
iconic founder, who handed out free gifts to visitors
queuing outside his first chocolate shop in 1884.
Commenting on the vision of Anton Berg,
Christina Villadsen, Press Agent, said: “Generosity
is key to the brand and this year we are living it.”

Drinks International
awards winners
Supplier Awards
				
1. Best Drinks Launch at TFWA Cannes 2012
Extra
Prince Hubert de Polignac (H. Mounier)
2. Best Luxury Drinks Brand of the Year		
Bacardi Vintage MMXII
Bacardi Global Travel Retail (Carney PR)

5. Best Presentation Box/Gift Box
Bacardi Vintage MMXII
Bacardi Global Travel Retail (Carney PR)
6. Most Creative Marketing Concept/Travel Retail in
Store Promotion
Bacardi Oakheart
Bacardi Global Travel Retail (Carney PR)
7. Supreme Travel Retail Champion
Bacardi

Grey Goose Cherry Noir
Bacardi Global Travel Retail (Carney PR)
3. Best Drinks Launch of the Year
Devil’s Cut
Maxxium Travel Retail/Beam Inc (Lime PR)
4. Best Packaging/Repackaging of a Drinks Brand
Ballantine’s 40 Year Old
Pernod Ricard (Nude Brand Creation)

Operator Awards
Travel Retail Drinks Buyer of the Year
Dawn Hamilton
Travel Retail Outlet of the Year
Schiphol Airport

the scene
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The Scene
The Scene opened on Monday night. The popular
venue is well-established as the place to be
seen for after hours socialising. This year, it has
moved to a new location – Gare Maritime – just a
short walk from the Palais des Festivals.
yellow village DHONI.pdf
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airline & retailer workshop
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Touch points:
The Airline
& Retailer
Workshop
Yesterday morning’s Airline & Retailer
Workshop focused on communicating with
customers in travel retail, looking at both the
‘technology touch’ and the ‘human touch’.
Christine Martin, Managing Director, TRT & ISPY, provided an
enlightening examination of bestin-class customer engagement. A
key theme was ‘emotional intelligence’ – through self management
and relationship management, this
can lead to health, happiness
and success.
“It is the capacity for managing our own
feelings, emotions and motivation, as well
as those of others. It is a trait rather than
a state – meaning it can be developed and
improved,” commented Martin.
She also highlighted the importance of
interpersonal skills. Personal openness
is essential, in terms of sharing a little bit
of yourself with the customer, “because
people buy more from people they like”.
“When designing a training programme,
there are four things you need to consider:
knowledge, attitude, skills and the good

Brennan: “OmniChannel is a reality –
this includes all of the ways to reach
the consumer – through your stores,
e-commerce, mobile, social media,
and interactive digital media.”

10 – TFWA DAILY

or bad habits that staff are demonstrating.
The sustainability of that learning will
be limited if you only focus on skills and
knowledge, and not on attitude. Performance can largely be attributed to attitude,”
explained Martin. “As managers, we must
manage with emotional intelligence to
encourage a positive attitude and
good habits.”
She referenced this summer’s Olympic
Games in London, and how the organisers achieved a ‘gold medal’ level of
recruitment, training and performance
management. They employed 75,000
‘games-makers’ – volunteers who helped
create the best possible experience for
athletes, spectators and all those involved
in the Games. “They were the difference
between it being a good Games and a
great Games,” said Martin.
“In summary, if we can recruit, train and
performance manage our workforce
with emotional intelligence, we will be

Martin: “As managers, we must
manage with emotional
intelligence to encourage a
positive attitude and good habits.”
empowering our staff to be the best that
they can be on each and every flight,” she
concluded.
Bernie Brennan, former retail CEO, Chairman of the National Retail Federation
and author of ‘Branded! How Retailers
Engage Consumers with Social Media
and Mobility’, followed with a discussion
of the rapid evolution in the use of social
media and mobile communications. He
explained that today’s consumers are
more knowledgeable and tech-savvy,
which means brands must engage with
them through mobile technology and

other means. Brennan outlined some
impressive figures – in the last two years
the number of Facebook followers has
risen from 600 million to one billion. In the
same time, Twitter’s advertising revenues
have increased from US$140 million to
US$260 million.
“OmniChannel is a reality – this includes
all of the ways to reach the consumer –
through your stores, e-commerce, mobile,
social media, and interactive digital
media,” commented Brennan. “Mobile is
all about accessibility, localisation and
personalisation, which I relate to a simple
phrase: SO-LO-MO-ME, which means
SO (Social), LO (Local), MO (Mobile), and
ME (Personal). These consumer-related
interactions all relate directly to the
opportunities for travel-related retail
businesses.”
Further impressive figures included
growth in the use of mobile devices – 86%
of world’s population has a mobile device.
By 2015, more people will access the
internet via a mobile device rather than
a personal computer. 120 million tablet
computers will be sold in 2012, and 370
million in 2016. “Mobile is all-encompassing –it’s all about geo-location, which
means retailers can interact with the
customer when they are near their store,
or in their store,” said Brennan.
He concluded: “It is important to understand that the travel-related industry can
significantly benefit from developing relationships with their best customers, utilising
photography, messages, and leveraging
mobile to the time-constrained customer.
These retailers have highly visible branded
products and can capitalise on customer
relationships, offering their customers
superior values and rapid service.”

www.tfwa.com

leisure and social programme

The Scene
Wednesday 24 to Thursday
25 October, 22:00-02:00
Gare
Maritime – NEW LOCATION
22-25
THIS YEAR
October
2012

The Scene is established as the
focal point for after-hours socialising. This year, it moves to a new
location – Gare Maritime – just a
short walk from the Palais des
Festivals. It is the perfect place
to unwind, offering opportunities
to network, relax and party.
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Buyers doing
business

DANCE & LOUNGE
Gare Maritime, 22.00-02.00

PLAY TIME
The social programme at TFWA World Exhibition
provides many of the highlights of the week. This
year, The Scene is in a new location – Gare Maritime.
Meanwhile, Le Premium Evening once again takes
place at the spectacular Palm Beach.

Ian Rolle, President of The
Grand Bahama Port Authority:
“We have at least 18 meetings
lined up with brands including Christian Dior, Morrison
Bowmore, Campari and Estée
Lauder. We want to introduce
brands to our location, which
is within close proximity of the
North American, South American and Caribbean markets.
TFWA World Exhibition is the
ideal place to do this.”

Sergey Kabanov, Purchasing
Manager, Pavo: “We are looking
for new spirit brands, wines, skin
care products, and accessories
for our eight airports in the
Ukraine. We want low prices but
high quality.”

Sinatra in Cannes

Thursday 25 October,
19:30
Palm Beach
Le Premium Evening is always
a particular highlight of the
week. It will provide a fittingly
glamorous finale to a busy
week of business. This year
sees a gala dinner featuring
spectacular entertainment.

• Dress code: Black tie
• Entrance by invitation only
• Part of the Full
Delegate package
• A shuttle service will be
available from all major
official hotels
Reserve your table at Le Premium
Evening Desk on Level 1 of the
Palais des Festivals.

��th Frontier Awards
Wednesday 24 October,
18:30-22:30
Hôtel Martinez
More than 450 key industry
professionals will attend the
awards dinner and ceremony

12 – TFWA DAILY

for a night of celebration aiming
to recognise outstanding
examples of marketing, innovation and retail excellence.
• Dress code: Black tie
• Ticket holders only

Brown-Forman brought a
sprinkling of stardust to Cannes
yesterday in the form of Frank
Sinatra Jnr. The son of the
legendary crooner attended
TFWA World Exhibition to help

the drinks giant launch a special
edition Jack Daniel’s, made in
honour of Frank Sinatra.
Dubbed Sinatra Select, the new
whiskey is crafted in specially
designed barrels, which

Karin Nurk, Category Manager
for confectionery, Tallink Duty
Free: “Our ferries run between
Finland, Sweden and Estonia –
confectionery is doing very well
in our region. We have four full
days of meetings, with existing
customers and also with new
brands. TFWA World Exhibition
is the ideal place to meet with
brands and this year is bigger
and better than ever.”

accounts for its smokier flavour
that is more reminiscent of a
Scotch than Old No. 7.
“I can assure you he was very fond
of JD,” said Frank Sinatra Jnr. at a
press conference yesterday.
So fond in fact that Frank was
buried with a bottle of Old No.
7, which he once described as
“Nectar of the Gods.”
“He always had his whiskey with
a glass of water,” said Frank Jnr.
“There was very little water and
I once asked him why; he said,
‘water rusts you.’”
Sinatra Select will debut in Las
Vegas McCarran International
Airport later this year and will be
available in over 200 airports within
the year. “It was common knowledge
that Frank was one of Jack’s biggest
and most loyal fans,” commented
Jim Perry, Managing Director,
Brown-Forman Travel Retail. “And
we chose Las Vegas because of the
special relationship between the city
and Frank Sinatra.”
Jack Daniel’s Sinatra Select will
be priced around US$150 and
available in one-litre bottles.

Green Village M70
www.tfwa.com
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HH Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al
Maktoum, President of Dubai Civil
Aviation Authority and Chairman of
Dubai Duty Free; and
Colm McLoughlin, Executive Vice
Chairman, Dubai Duty Free, with the
DFNI Award for ‘Middle East Travel
Retailer of the Year’.

Award-winning
Dubai Duty Free
Dubai Duty Free has undertaken
many successful promotions during
2012, working with suppliers to
launch travel retail exclusives. “We
find increasingly that our customers
respond to and appreciate these
specials, which result in increased
and incremental sales,” said Colm
McLoughlin, Executive Vice Chairman, Dubai Duty Free.
The operator was very happy with its
Chinese New Year promotion, which ran
for the full month of January. During that
time, Dubai Duty Free had designated
areas branded for Chinese New Year and
had special packaging produced, including gift bags and boxes, in line with the
whole idea of gifting during the holiday.
“The designated areas were staffed by
Chinese employees and featured the
most popular brands amongst Chinese
travellers. We will do an even bigger job
for the next Chinese New Year,” explained
McLoughlin.
Another good example is the introduction
of Crème de la Mer’s ‘The Essence’, which
was a travel retail exclusive for Dubai Duty

www.tfwa.com

Free in April. A ‘By Invitation only’ offer
was communicated to global travellers to
purchase ‘The Essence’, retailing around
US$2,700 per bottle. “This was a huge
hit and our allocation of 20 bottles was
snatched up in less than a month,” said
McLoughlin.
Meanwhile, at the DFNI Awards ceremony
held at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
& Exhibition in May, Dubai Duty Free
received the award for ‘Middle East Travel
Retailer of the Year’ for the 12th time.
The awards are a celebration of the
very best in the duty free industry in the
Asia-Pacific region and are based on
votes received from industry partners.
“The DFNI Awards recognise excellence
in service, innovation and quality within
the airport retail sector and as such, it is
fantastic to receive this recognition for the
12th time. We hope to retain this award
for many years to come,” commented
McLoughlin.
The DFNI award followed the Business
Traveller Middle East Award for ‘Best
Duty Free’, which was also presented to
Dubai Duty Free during the Arabian Travel
Market in May.

exhibition news

Travel Blue has announced a new deal to
open its first ever accessories brand shop
in Cairo Airport in partnership with IDF and
Gebr Heinemann.
Travel Blue executives discussed the deal at
a meeting on its stand with IDF’s Business
Development Manager Sherif Toulan.
The store will be manned by
full-time sales staff 24-hours a
day and feature everything from
laptop bags to accessories.
Travel Blue MD Dr Avi Levin said: “It’s
really important to show the world that
after the revolution in Egypt people are
interested in investing in this market. This
is the blueprint for Travel Blue to open
more shops in the Middle East and Asia.”

Perfect
education
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Blueprint to expand

Travel Blue’s Founder and CEO Avi Levin
said: “This is a far-sighted approach by
Heinemann to invest in Egypt – it shows

they are really going for the long-term.”

different continents, ranging from the
Caribbean, to Ecuador, the Dominican
Republic, and Madagascar. Valrhona’s
Airports Business Manager Marion
Humeau said that the company’s
expertise in sensory analysis allows it to

create the perfect flavour notes.
“We travel the world to find the best
area for a new plantation. Our competitors buy their beans on the market,
while we do everything from growing
our own cocoa plants to bringing it to
the consumer. In the premium chocolate world this really means something.
We want people to understand Valrhona
is a very special chocolate,”
said Humeau.
The Valrhona stand also includes a
display of the new Christmas packaging
available on its ranges.

The Valrhona Grand Crus gift box offers
consumers the chance to learn about
the variety of taste on offer by four
premium chocolates from around the
world for just €19.
An educational booklet guides consumers through different taste sensations
offered from Valrhona’s plantations on

Taste
of
honey
Maxxium Travel Retail is showcasing its
new Jim Beam honey flavour bourbon at
the show – before the drink is featured in a
major interactive event at Munich Airport
next month. Mariska van Beukering,
Maxxium Marketing Manager Europe, said:
“There’s an opportunity for people to taste
it and we are going to link into Facebook as
part of our big European launch.”

Red Village M24

On the Pages-Vedrenne/Château Paulet
stand, the relaunched Liqueur de Paris
has been attracting a lot of attention.
“We believe that travel retail is the perfect
market to introduce this product as it is
the world of luxury and premium items,”
explained CEO Jean-Pierre Cointreau. “A
lot of people have been stopping by the
booth having been attracted by the name
and the packaging.”
The 17% alc. liqueur has a mild and
elegant flavour of sweet almond with a
hint of wild berries, and its versatility
allows for the creation of a variety of
sublime cocktails.
“The name of Paris is so great that we
believe there will be interest on a global
scale,” Cointreau said.

Blue Village AA5

Riviera Village RA5
The new honey flavoured whiskey retails
for around €18 and is among many new
additions to the Maxxium portfolio that are
being debuted at the show.
The Laphroaig Islay single malt Scotch
whisky brand has exclusive additions to
the travel retail range, including the entry
level QA Cask, which retails at €55, the
PX Cask at €75, and An Cuan Mor which
retails between €95 to €100.
The Highland Park brand pays tribute to
the rich Viking heritage that has influenced
the Orkney Islands north of Scotland.
Highland Park Leif Eriksson celebrates the
achievement of the first European traveller
to reach America over 1,000 years ago.

Green Village M53

Quality
focus
Family-owned company André Mouche is
aiming to build on its impressive expansion
in the travel retail channel and is presenting a new timepiece – Marquise Tara – to
visitors to its stand this week.
The Swiss, family-owned company prides
itself on producing quality jewellery pieces
and attention to detail, highlighted by the
fact that all of the lines are hand painted.
“At first we were only present in Switzerland
but now we are present in the likes of China,
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A taste
of Paris

Japan and Korea, and we are in contact with
retailers in India and Dubai,” said André
Mouche’s Didier Peter. “Asia is the biggest
market for us, and I’m sure we can develop
more in the Middle East as well.”
To ensure that the family traditions
are adhered to, Peter explained that
the company always aims to control its
growth, to ensure that every market and
every customer gets the best possible
products and service.
“For us, it is very important to develop
good relationships for the long term,” he
said. “We may not be the biggest brand,
but we are focused on having the highest
quality jewellery pieces.”

Red Village L28
www.tfwa.com
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Regal
rollout

Back
to the
future

Pernod Ricard Global Travel Retail
reported encouraging sales of its new
Chivas Brothers’ Blend yesterday, which
will be rolled out in airports around the
world by November. The Chivas Brothers’
Blend was launched in Asia earlier this
month and marks a return to the smooth
taste that made John and James Chivas
famous in the 1800s.
“This is exclusive to travel retail; it has
only been out a couple of weeks but it has
been selling well,” said Martin Howey,
Director of Pernod Ricard Global Travel
Retail. “John and James were pioneers of
smooth whisky, so we are going back to
our heritage.”
One in five bottles of Chivas Regal is
bought in travel retail stores and Pernod
Ricard is confident this new blend, with
its purple labelling, will appeal to the
modern consumer.
“By the end of this month, The Chivas
Brothers’ Blend will be global,” commented
Howey. “So far it has sold really well in Asia,
the Gulf states and the Americas.”

yellow village.pdf

Bay Village Bay 4

Oettinger Davidoff CEO Hans-Kristian
Hoejsgaard said the tobacco company has
great plans for 2013. “It’s about innovation
and making Davidoff an indispensible
retail partner. It’s about going back to our
roots. It’s also about leveraging the past
into the future,” he explained.
Davidoff’s new retail concept is the
creation of the 21st century cigar store –
with an interactive experience that allows
consumers to use their iPads. At the
same time, Hoejsgaard said that its new
1 shop-fitting
10/10/2012and 5:31:02
PM
design concepts
are in
keeping with the traditions established

Davidoff CEO Hans-Kristian Hoejsgaard shows off the
new concept of the cigar store for the 21st century with
Christian Vonthron, Senior Vice President Travel Retail.

since the company opened its first cigar
store in 1911.
He commented: “We want to give this
global sense of consistency. If you walk
into a domestic, or duty free store, we
want to give you the same experience – so
there’s an echo of the brand. Davidoff is
about is about instant pleasure. Luxury
is not always a pleasure, but pleasure is
always a luxury.”
Oettinger Davidoff held a cocktail celebration at the show, with guests including
TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen.
Kevin Rozario of Travel Retail Business
won a travel humidor in the prize draw.

Riviera Village RH8
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Handsfree
style

Whatever
it takes

Barbara Rihl travel accessories
have proved popular in duty free
worldwide since the fashion house
launched its travel retail exclusive
range of bags, purses and tablet
cases six months ago.
Showcasing its collection of inflight
original accessories personalised
for travellers in different regions
worldwide at TFWA World Exhibition
this year, the French high fashion
designer is aiming to expand into
the Asia Pacific market, having just
opened two corners in Osaka.
Since TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
& Exhibition this year, Barbara Rihl
has listed with airlines worldwide
for the onboard sale of the exclusive
items, most prolifically Air France.
Barbara Rihl, Owner and Designer,
said: “The great thing about my
travel wear collection is that it is
completely hands free – all these
bags and cases are full of pockets for
everything you could possibly need.
You needn’t carry anything again.”

Fragrance licensee Beauty Contact
is working with charitable foundation
Whatever It Takes to launch a range of
fragrances featuring 21st century leaders
in their field. Artwork has been donated
by a range of famous names with permission given for their images and name
to be used alongside the artwork. It will
combine to promote a set of limited run
perfumes to raise money for the charity.
Beauty Contact President and CEO Alwyn
Stephen said: “Over the next 36 months we
will launch fragrances from 30 different
celebrities. It’s very much a programme
and three fragrances will launch collectively at each stage in limited editions.”
Lucy Liu and Daniel Craig are among the
first celebrities to lend their name, image
and artwork to the campaign to the 100ml
fragrances that will retail at $98.
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Lacoste
pop-up
stores
The pop-up store trend has spurred
Lacoste into developing travel retail
merchandising units suitable to the task
of being highly portable and easy to
install. At a launch yesterday morning,
Lacoste unveiled its Flight Case pop-up
store concept, which involves the use of
specially designed suitcase style shelves.
Catherine Bonelli, International Travel
Retail Director, Devanlay Lacoste, said:
“It’s a versatile mobile fashion store that
takes up such a small space. It lends itself
well to just one or two units.”
She demonstrated moving the units around
with ease on wheels and closing them up
like suitcases. The layout of the ‘flight cases’
enables cross-merchandising across the
different Lacoste categories. “It’s a solution
for having product and presenting it quickly
in a fast moving world,” added Bonelli.
The use of retro looking stickers enhances
the tone of the merchandise display with
special young-looking crocodile stickers
designed for children’s products. Chinese
New Year stickers and other occasions are
also being made available.

Stephen confirmed that the licensing fees
are donated to the charity, but Beauty
Contact is going one step further and has
pledged to donate between 3-5% to support
each retailer’s chosen charities. “We are
dedicated to helping our retailers’ corporate
and social responsibility campaigns.”
Meanwhile, Beauty Contact has teamed
up with cricketer M S Dhoni to launch the
first range of fragrances launched by a
cricketer. Body sprays at 150ml will retail
at $5 with 100ml Eau de Toilettes launching later in the campaign, retailing at $25.
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Feminine
fragrances
New exhibitor By Terry is launching its
inaugural perfume collection, Haute
Perfumery By Terry De Gunzburg, at TFWA
World Exhibition this year. The introduction of its first five fragrances, inspired by
complete femininity, has fired the French
cosmetics company’s interest in introducing its products to the travel retail market
for the first time, with profits that doubled
in the last three years fuelling international
expansion domestically.
With 30 meetings this week, By Terry seeks
to establish its reputation internationally,
building upon its already strong European
brand image by impacting upon the South
American, Asia-Pacific and African markets
in both the travel retail and domestic sectors.
Sophie Galan, European Coordinator, said:
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“We have received a lot of interest so far both
in meetings and from passers by – people
know that, because designer Terry de
Gunzburg spent 15 years with Yves Saint
Laurent, the perfume will definitely be a hit.”

Ambassadeurs
Village U2

Ice-Watch
Heinemann
deal
Ice-Watch is preparing to open at 15 stores in
European travel retail next year. The supplier
will be opening a mix of self-service displays
and open counter units at 15 of Heinemann’s
best performing travel retail stores.
Thierry de Poerck, Managing Director, said that European awareness for
domestic and travel retail was strong,

so it’s encouraging to see interest from
totally emerging countries. “Meetings with
buyers from Laos and Mozambique have
been particularly interesting. We want
international visibility,” he said.
Last year, Ice-Watch had a presence at
between 10 and 15 stores in travel retail
and this year that number has increased
to 55. “We want to have 150 this time next
year,” he said.
Inflight, the brand is onboard 55
airlines at the moment and is the
number one selling brand in the
watches and jewellery category on
Air France. Ice-Watch retails from
between €60 and €120 in travel retail.

Red Village L21
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Power
to the
people
Wenger is showcasing its solar panels
that give outdoor enthusiasts the ability
to power up iPads and smartphones
– even in the most remote places on
earth. Wenger has a line of three solar
chargers – the standard retails at $200,
while its Pro Solar Charger retails at
$400. Head of International Marketing
Thorsten Walter said the Fukushima
nuclear disaster in Japan underlined
that even in the developed world it was
possible for an entire region’s power
supply to be compromised. Walter
said: “The solar chargers add to your
personal security, for example if you
are lost in Canada in the outdoors.”
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The Wenger range includes watches,
travel bags, lighters, and its multifunctional Swiss Army knives, which
are restricted on international
air travel – apart from flights
that originate in Switzerland.
Head of International Sales Paris
C Brown said Wenger had secured
new listings at the show, including Asiana Airlines. It also has
listings on other carriers, including
Swiss Air, LAN, and Emirates.

Bay Village Bay 17B

Thoughtful
consumers
Rémy Cointreau Global Marketing Director
Matthew Hodges believes “no one has the
killer app” to provide the answers to the
changing face of travel retail. “As a rule
of thumb, air travel tends to grow twice
that of GDP,” said Hodges. “Consumers
have changed – they are spending more
thoughtfully than they were.”
Hodges described himself as being
“technologically agnostic”. But he wanted
to know certain things about consumer
habits, rather than simply relying on sales
that are driven by QR codes, coupons on
boarding passes, and promotions that are
only available in specific times – or with a
particular smart phone.
“We are a global brand – there’s no point
coming to me with a solution that’s only for

TR launch for
The Balvenie
A couple of special anniversaries were
celebrated on the William Grant & Sons
stand yesterday – that of David Stewart,
The Balvenie’s renowned Malt Master who
has completed 50 years service at William
Grant & Sons, and the Balvenie brand
itself at 15 years. A yacht party was also
held yesterday evening to celebrate the
unveiling of the new global travel retail
exclusive The Balvenie Triple Cask range.
Stewart spoke about how he created
the Balvenie Triple Cask expressions,
comprising a 12-year-old, 16-year-old and
25-year-old. “The Balvenie is known for
its rich, luxuriously smooth and honeyed
character, so I had those flavours in mind
when creating these whiskies. I nosed
several hundred casks for each expression in the range and brought together

those special Balvenie traits that our
drinkers know and enjoy.”
The Balvenie Triple Cask range will be
available in airports from April 2013.

Dr Sam Simmons, Global Brand Ambassador, The Balvenie;
Rita Greenwood, Managing Director, Global Travel Retail,
The Balvenie; Stella David, CEO, William Grant & Sons; and
David Stewart, The Balvenie Malt Master.

Food for
thought
Visitors to exquisite Parisian confectioner
Fauchon will be impressed with the
brand’s global marketing message this
week in Cannes.
“Our mission is for Fauchon to be an
ambassador for French culinary culture,”
explained Claudie Le Souder, Communication Director. Commenting on the need for
continued creation and innovation among
luxury confectionery branded products in

one airport,” said Hodges. “There’s certain
things I want to know about a traveller. I
want to know where he is going to travel,
so I can treat him like a guest and not a
statistic. I would like to invite him to events
– like I invite my friends to my home.”

Marine Village Foyer 1A
duty free markets, Souder said: “Being a
multi-specialist in food, we have a strong
vision of creation development on seasonal
and calendar events. Food is the only
luxury market where it remains affordable.
Synonymous with happiness and emotions,
it requires new sensations to give long
lasting memories.”
The importance of making a lasting taste
impression is epitomised by Fauchon’s
new Les Pralines range with strong
growth also reported for its gourmet
macaroon line, which is selling well within
duty free areas. This year’s event also
sees the company launching a re-labelled
tea selection including Parfums Fruit &
Flowers, Parfums Gourmand and Parfums
de Paris, symbolised by a firm belief
in its tea becoming a worldwide brand.
Opportunities for cross categorisation are
also being implemented in certain stores,
with additional gifts such as travelling
sets being offered to customers spending
above specific price points to maximise
the offering to customer.

Riviera Village RD7
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Liquor ‘n’
twist
Famed for its chocolate cafés and luxury
chocolate in Ireland, Butlers Chocolates
is using the exhibition to enhance success
on the duty free stage with its new Twist
Wrap box selections.
A travel retail exclusive line, the 300g
boxes come in an assortment of flavours,
including Chocolate & Caramel pralines
and Mango & Chocolate truffles, while a
liquor-themed 250g selection of Jameson
Irish Whiskey truffles is being presented.
“The success of the liquor-based chocolates in the Middle East is very high,”
commented Karl Marnane, Sales Director. “We were missing something in the
middle in terms of informal gifting,” he
continued, outlining the importance of
introducing a range with cross-national
appeal and introducing information in
specific languages such as Arabic and
Chinese on product packs.
The growth of Jameson as a global brand
is now opening new opportunities for dual
market promotions and the Middle East
region is important for future company
growth. With a presence in airports
such as Dubai and Bahrain, Butlers is
now seeking to widen brand visibility to
connect with its customer base.
“We fill a nice niche in the premium
group. If you look at the growth in
passenger numbers there is space
for us,” Marnane concluded.

Green Village L73

chocolate
connoisseurs

Comfort
travel
Distributor Sea & Sky Supply is presenting
a new selection of versatile travel pillows
and cushions at its stand this week.
A partnership with Cloudz sees the launch
of a plush new 5-in-1 travel pillow, allowing
travellers to support their neck or even rest
it on their lap to read or use their computers
while on long journeys. Retaining exclusive
worldwide duty free distribution rights to the
product outside North America, the product
retails at an affordable $24.
“A lot of people are using it for their
iPads,” commented Bill Teufel, Vice
President Business Development, SNI.
“When we travel out of our comfort zones
we want to bring the experience of home
and take this where you want.
“We penetrate traditional pillow markets
but now we want to be a one-stop-shop
for technology, luggage locks and
adaptors,” Teufel continued, emphasising
the importance of strong distribution
partnerships to add value and cut down
lead times to retailers and consumers.
Moreover, a partnership with Cabeau also
sees the introduction of an innovative
memory foam pillow which doubles as
an ergonomic chinrest for added novelty
value. Other features include an optional
drawstring for comfort and a washable
velour case. Available in a four-colour
range, the pillow comes with earplugs and
a travel bag, which compacts to half the
pillow’s size.

Blue Village G31
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German chocolate connoisseur Rausch
Plantagen Schokoladen has landed at the
TFWA World Exhibition for the first time
this year with a story to tell visitors.
Established in 1918, the purveyor of chocolate stays true to its roots with local production facilities including a small one still
active in Berlin. The family business remains
closely in touch with its producers who create
chocolates for ten different countries including Peru, Java, Trinidad and the Caribbean,
using only the finest cocoa in the world – an
estimated 5% of the world crop.
“The cocoa we use is the oldest type in existence. We search for the varieties, detect and
grow and we know the people we are working
with,” explained Robert Rausch, Marketing.
Well established domestically and in 29
other countries, Rausch Plantagen Schokoladen already works with Heinemann for
border shops and onboard cruise lines, but
is keen to explore broader opportunities.

Uplifting
Cigars
Belgian Cigar manufacturer J.Cortes is
building on the success of its Minis travel
retail packs launched at last year’s show
by revamping the Neos 5x10 pack range.
Responding to the demands for more
fragrant, sweet scents from its Asian
market customer base, J.Cortes is
launching a new range of flavours, including popular comforts like cappuccino,
cherry, vanilla, mango and an authentic
Belgian chocolate variety. Following the
Minis, the tinned presentation casing
is retained but the surrounding sleeve
packaging has been upgraded with
descriptions of the fine individual flavours.
Eduard Bouten, Export Manager, said:
“Every day we are learning more on how
to capture travel retail buyers. This is an
uplift of the brand for Neos in travel retail

“Travel retail is the gateway to the world,”
said Olaf Buettner, Managing Director,
praising the partnership with Heinemann
as an educational exercise and explaining
that while already established inflight
with Lufthansa and Air Berlin, the future
business strategy lies in introducing the
right products to the airlines through the
right channels. “We are here to say hello
to the market,” concluded Rausch.

Green Village M54
at the same time as giving us an opportunity to communicate with our clients.”
Reporting a doubling in its client base
for duty free over the last five years, both
buyers and producers are accordingly
pulling in the right direction and reaping
the benefits. A re-order of the Minis
comes on the back of its popularity in the
Western European markets and looking
ahead this week, the company is excited
about opportunities to discuss development in Asia and the emerging markets.

Marine Village S6
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On the ball
distribution
Valora Trade Denmark is aiming to
score in the global confectionery
market with the launch of a series
of travel retail packs appealing
to football fans worldwide.
A new line representing six of the
biggest teams in the world – Barcelona, Manchester United, Liverpool,
AC Milan, Barcelona and Real Madrid
– contains an assortment of sweets
and chocolate treats from some
of the market’s biggest brands.
Britt Andersen, Principal Account
Manager, Travel Retail said:
“Valora has seen more and more
football orientated accessories
in the market and wants to bring
it into the confectionery world
to exploit the football theme.”
Behind the plans is a desire to
build on and inject further drive
into existing distribution channels
that they know and work with to
create a new category of branding.
“For our suppliers, it could be just
another production, but for us it is
about bringing additional value to
our customers,” added Andersen.

Other offerings include licensed
gift bag products featuring
Disney princesses and Hello
Kitty travel packs for the younger
generation, complete with pastels
and colouring activities.
The business is looking to gain
feedback from existing customers later this year and is in
close contact with its brand
owners at the exhibition.
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Vineyard
class
As one of the oldest wine merchants established in Bordeaux, Barton & Guestier is
educating visitors on its staggering array of
wine categories on display at Cannes this
year, from entry-level house wines to the
most exquisite of French appellations.
Founded by Irishman Thomas Barton in
1725, a future partnership with Daniel
Guestier, a friend of Thomas Jefferson,
has allowed the brand to expand globally
using a combination of expertise from
traditional French and US markets.
“Barton & Guestier is focused on quality and
dedicated to the international and premium
markets in France,” explained Marina
Julien, Brand & Travel Retail Manager.
Approximately 98% of the business’

Perfect
progress
for Nestle
Nestlé International Travel Retail is pressing home the importance of its Perfect
Store concept in Cannes this year with some
revealing results from its latest project.
Figures from a Perfect Store project taking
place at Schiphol Airport Retail (SAR) at
its Central Store-Lounge 2 has revealed a
+13% rise in category sales, a +8% rise in
basket sizes and a +15% rise in ATV for the
period between May-August this year. This
is against just a 2% rise in passengers. The
concept leverages category drivers in four
areas of segmentation to improve footfall,
sales and conversion figures.
Alan Brennan, Customer Marketing
Manager, commented: “We wanted to
target the confectionery shopper and
capitalise on the impulse nature of the

activity is focused on the international
markets, 35% of which is based in Europe,
including Germany & Belgium, and 15%
in the Asian sectors such as China and
Vietnam. Travel retail is a small but
growing sector for the business and the
company is ready to explore new opportunities for distribution with its regular
customers such as Heinemann.
On display this week is the exclusive
French Tom Medoc Cabernet Merlot, the
Thomas Barton Reserve, particularly
in demand in Russia and Asia, and the
Chateau Magnol Haut-Medoc – derived
from the famed vineyard and occupied
by a guesthouse and wine school. The
business is using this week’s show to
explore opportunities in the Middle East,
the Balkans and Africa, while building on
its brand visibility.
“B&G is the passport to the appellation
selections,” added Julien.
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purchase. It’s about producing temptation
within arms reach.”
On the challenges for adapting the system
to customer needs, Brennan added: “We
sit down with customers and understand
their growth aspirations and barriers for
driving transactions or producing custom
in-store evaluation on an action plan.”
Alongside the impressive figures, the
company is showcasing a wealth of
established and new confectionery goods
at its stand and has also launched a new
consumer-based website devoted to its
exclusive travel retail brand.
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Labelled
with love
Iconic airport luggage labels feature on
a unique range of gifts, including mugs,
iPhone cases, and beach towels, in the
Socatec Bagtag Travel Collection.
The designs feature the unique threeletter airport code for six key destinations
including CDG (Paris), JFK (New York),
GIG (Rio de Janeiro) and NRT (Tokyo).
The porcelain mug, which retails for €10,
also features the airport’s geographical
coordinates, its altitude, and time zone. A
set of two matching espresso cups in the
collection retail for €29.
Sales and Marketing Manager Alexis
Wittmer came up with the idea for the
iconic Bagtag design with his brother
Julien. “I love being in airports and when
you are a busy traveller you are proud to
be part of that club. This is a gift that can
be in your office or home that reminds you
of your busy life,” said Wittmer. “The duty
free industry is very keen on the potential
of this exclusive concept.”
There are already plans to expand the
range and which can also be customised
by airports, or airlines, to incorporate
their own logo.
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Radical
expansion
plans
Swiss anti-ageing skin care specialist La
Colline considers Hong Kong International
Airport to be an ideal place to test its range
in the travel retail market. La Colline
President Jérôme Desouches said the
company was showcasing its revolutionary
new products at the show after it had more
than doubled its sales in the last five years
in domestic markets. He said the key to its

Nativage range was an active ingredient
that had the capacity to transform free
radicals into water and oxygen.
Desouches said the move into global
travel retail would require training
specialist sales staff and consideration
of the best ways to carry out airport
promotions. “Travellers do not have much
time, so we would have to develop a quick
service. We also have to find good outlets
and good distributors,” he said.
He added that La Colline has performed
well in the Asian domestic market, and it
is believed that travel retail could account
for up to 20% for the company’s sales.
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IT’S NOT SCOTCH.
IT’S NOT BOURBON.
IT’S JACK.

For more information, visit the
Brown-Forman stand, Green Village, M70.
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On the up
With its profits having grown by 29% since
TFWA World Exhibition last year, it’s been
a steady ascent for Black Up. For 2012,
the make-up artist turned producer has
developed brand new concepts, which are
launching this month, including unique
shades of all-covering foundation and
a concealer palette in shades designed
exclusively for dark skin, as well as
innovative lipsticks with scientifically
formed colour pigments.
General Manager Lionel Durand said that
Black Up products have been proving
wholly popular in duty free, particularly

One to
watch
Since being taken over by Fossil in
April, the winds of change are rushing
company-wide at Skagen. With Fossil
and Skagen now speaking with one
voice, opportunity for expansion in the
travel retail and domestic markets
under the direction of the timepiece
giant has led to profit growth of more
than 50% since last year for the Danish
watch designer.
But despite monumental developments in workings of the company,
it’s business as usual for Skagen, with
the launch of its 2013 watch collection
for travel and local sales – featuring
individual capsule collections for duty
free and inflight – at the TFWA World
Exhibition this year.
Marianna Linder, Key Account
Manager for Travel Retail, said: “I
think our customers were worried
that the new ownership might mean
that we would reign in our inflight
ranges – Fossil are very particular
about onboard sales – but the success

in France. “It’s a great name – a strong
name, but on the other hand people can
be offended by it. Online the name is
very popular worldwide though – black is
special, it’s chic. We will get there, but it
might take some time,” said Durand.
As well as furthering its reach, Black
Up is hoping to enhance its travel retail
presence in countries such as Africa
where it is already established domestically. Durand said: “We are very targeted,
we make cosmetics for a specific sort of
woman – we are not just another lipstick
or another foundation. For us it is important that we develop our reputation as a
make-up brand, including branching out
into duty free.”
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of Skagen’s inflight products meant
they had to keep us in the air.”
Contrary to customers’ fears,
inflight sales are flourishing for the
watchmaker, with its understated
and timeless Scandinavian pieces
proving popular with travellers
as unique gift items. Skagen will
be focusing its efforts towards
developing its inflight connections
as well as its ground stores.
“People aren’t yet sure how Skagen
has been affected by the takeover, so
at the exhibition it’s not all about new
watches; we are keen to show that
nothing has changed. We are here to
say ‘we are still here and we’re still
classic design’.”
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Close collaboration

Three
decades
of success
Etienne Aigner, the luxury fashion house,
is celebrating 30 years of duty free
success with a special celebration at
the show and a slice of cake with its key
clients. Aigner’s Annia Hofmann said the
company is also planning to continue with
expansion plans to increase its market
share of travel retail. “Asia has really high
potential for for us,” said Hofmann.
Aigner’s best-selling Heritage Collection
is complemented with its travel retail
exclusive Art Edition range – designed
by the talented Japanese artist Shinpel
Naito. The Art Edition soft nylon travel
bags, which retail for around €200,
include vivid designs featuring horses,
flowering magnolias, and dancing birds.
Aigner is showcasing scarves, belts,
watches, and other luxury leather accessories such as iPad cases and wallets.
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Unique
skin
care
Condensé Paris’ range of 23 natural skin
care products have been a big hit so far
this week, with visitors keen to find out
more about the 52 natural active ingredients that make the range so unique.
As Nathalie Lamandé, the company’s
CEO, explained, the products are based on
three core premises: ‘nature’, ‘efficiency’
and ‘pleasure to use’.
“With our collection of products, we have
an answer to each problem with the skin,”
she said. “Our strategy is to launch enriched
products to fill any gaps in the market.”
While the company currently enjoys a significant share of its success in Asia – particularly
in the Korean market – Europe, the US and
Latin America have also been highlighted as
holding considerable potential.
“We’ve already seen some South American distributors here this week and this
is part of our aim to establish a presence
there,” Lamandé added. “This week is the
first step in a long term process.”

Green Village H42
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Scandinavian Tobacco Group and Santa Fe
Natural Tobacco Company are promoting
the introduction of Natural American Spirit
products into the travel retail market.
Launched in 1982, Natural American
Spirit makes use of 100% tobacco with no
additives. The collaboration between the
two companies initially applied to domestic
markets, but following the great performance of the super premium cigarettes
and rolling tobacco in the Netherlands,
UK, Spain and France, the next step is to
establish a strong presence in travel retail.
“We strongly believe we can succeed in a lot
of countries. We know that you need to walk
before you run, so we will start with travel
retail in Europe and then aim for a more
global approach,” said Koen Van Vaezenbergh of Scandinavian Tobacco Group.
Cesar Prieto, Senior Director Europe,
Santa Fe Natural Tobacco Company added:
“As a brand, we have a strong sense of

Superpremium
launch
Brugal, together with brand owner
Edrington and distributor Maxxium Travel
Retail, yesterday launched the ultrapremium rum Brugal Papá Andrés at a
special event at the Majestic Hotel.
Brugal Papá Andrés, which was created for
and enjoyed by the Brugal family for five
generations, has never before been released
for sale, but now 500 limited edition units
are being released in travel retail to help
celebrate the company’s 125th anniversary.
The rum, which is presented in a crystal
decanter and elegant gift box, was unveiled
at the launch event by Gustavo Ortega Zeller,
5th generation Maestro Ronero, and Julian

social responsibility and that is something
that the consumers appreciate. We’ve
been speaking to people who have said ‘it’s
about time you move into travel retail’. That
shows that people already know about our
product, which is a real advantage.”

Blue Village D10

Fernandez, Brugal’s Marketing Manager.
Speaking after the launch, Kirsten Daly,
Brugal Brand Manager, said: “This launch is
a very important step for Brugal as it is our
first step into the ultra-premium category.
“With the continued premiumisation of the
rum category, consumers are looking for
a lot more and Brugal Papá Andrés really
delivers that.”
The product will be launched in 2013 and
will have a recommended travel retail
price point of €900.
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Top
performing
tequila
The focus on the Patrón Spirits International stand this week is on Patrón XO
Cafe Dark coffee liqueur; an extension to
the hugely popular Patrón XO Cafe line.
“It’s the first time we’ve extended the coffee
tequila line and it has gone down really well,”
said John McDonnell, Chief Operating Officer.
“The new Dark version already accounts for
around 30% of the XO Cafe sales.”
To date, the greatest success has been
enjoyed in English-speaking countries,
such as the UK, South Africa and
Australia, but McDonnell explained that
it is also now doing well in non-English
speaking countries, with Belgium one of
the best performing nations.
While the XO Cafe line is the fastest

New
listings
for Troika
Troika has added new listings to its
existing six airlines during TFWA World
Exhibition. The company’s product range
covers four main segments – key chains,
desk accessories, card cases and leather

www.tfwa.com

growing in the portfolio, the full Patrón
tequila range is performing extremely
well in the travel retail sector, helping to
boost year-to-date sales by +10%.

Green Village H36
goods – plus pens.
The company’s current listings include
Lufthansa, LAN, and TACA. Its top performer
is the leather credit card case, which retails
for around €35. But among its most popular
new item is the €69 pen holder which is
sold inflight on Lufthansa. This is an exact
miniature copy of the carrier’s own service
trolleys and features the Lufthansa logo,
chrome plated sides, and world map motif.
Troika has 11 companies in China and
Taiwan that produce its gifts. Travel retail
director Manuel Franco said Troika is able
to create individual branded products for
partners, or corporate gifts, with orders
for as little as 100 pieces.
Troika is also seeing the move towards
customers wanting QR codes on products.
Franco said: “QR codes are everywhere,
so why not offer a gift with a QR code so
someone has a chance to check out your
webpage?”
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Global
growth
for
Ferrero
Ferrero Travel Market again has a
big presence at this year’s show and
Alberto Donnini, Marketing Manager,
explained that the company is focused
on making developments in all the
major regions.
“As a company, our growth will come
from everywhere,” he explained. “We’re
going to keep pushing in Europe, Asia,
the Middle East and the Americas
because they are all important areas for
different reasons.
“We’re very proud of what we’ve done in
Asia; we realise that we can achieve more
growth in the Middle East; Europe is still

Award
winner

Award winning wine producer Gérard
Bertrand is bullish about the potential for
growth in the super premium wine sector
with a drive to increase sales in the Middle
East and Asia.
America and Europe represent around

growing in terms of value; and we have huge
opportunities to build upon in America.”
While the Ferrero Travel Retail portfolio
includes a number of well-known brands,
including the likes of Kinder, Nutella and
Ferrero Rocher, one of the main focuses
this week is on the latest travel retail
exclusives from Tic Tac. Among the new
products is the big flip-top pack, which
contains 60 mini Tic Tac boxes, as well as
a new travel pack that features a travel
retail exclusive sleeve that is based on an
airport departures/arrivals board.

Green Village J35

70% of its sales in travel retail. Gérard
Bertrand wines are also served onboard
airlines including Air France, SAS, Air
Canada, American Airlines, and British
Airways. Among the ferry companies that
serve Gérard Bertrand wines are P&0,
Viking, and Tallink.
CEO Gérard Bertrand said China, Japan,
Singapore, and Thailand were emerging
as increasingly important markets for its
travel retail sales. He commented: “In
airports, people take time and like to see
the product. We have a different link with
the consumer. We are the company that
represents the value of the south of France
and we promote the lifestyle – the culture,
the gastronomy, the painting, and music.”
Bertrand said this vision of a great
European wine heritage was becoming
increasingly appealing for wine connoisseurs in Asia Pacific who are keen to find
new luxury experiences.

Red Village K11
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A quick
puff
KT&G told the Daily yesterday that it will
launch Lamborghini cigarettes in Europe
next year, having enjoyed success with the
brand in Asia.
They come to TFWA looking to establish
relationships with European airlines and
duty free stores, optimistic after the recent
success they have had with their Esse
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super slim cigarettes on the continent.
“We have just launched Esse in Europe
and sales have been very good,” said
Jihyun Choi, Manager of KT&G’s Overseas
Brand Department.
Sales of Esse cigarettes have largely been in
domestic markets, but are now sold in
some airports.
“We are negotiating with other duty free
outlets,” said Jihyn. “Many people already
know the brand because Esse is
doing well in Russia, China and the
Middle East.”

Marine Village S14

Sugar
and spice

opportunity to launch its latest beverage.
“Cannes gives us excellent visibility and
it’s the perfect timing for us,”
said Sauvage.

Yellow Village G54

The drinks group, La Martiniquaise,
used the TFWA World Exhibition yesterday to unveil a new spiced rum, which
is being pitched in direct competition
with market leaders, Morgan Spiced.
Produced by Bardinet, the launch of
Negrita Spiced Golden was eagerly
anticipated after it won silver at the
International Wine and Spirit Competition – before it was even launched.
It was certainly going down well at La
Martiniquaise’s stand yesterday, where
a mixologist served buyers a range of
cocktails using the rum.
“This is the first time we have
presented the product,” said Estelle
Sauvage, Bardinet’s Export Brands
Manager. “I think people like it.”
A coquettish Caribbean character
called Negrita appears on the label and
hints at La Martiniquaise’s attempt to
appeal to male and female drinkers.
“Spiced rum has a lot of personality,
that’s why we have created our Negrita;
she is our sexy lady,” said Sauvage.
Although La Martiniquaise intends to
concentrate on ground sales, it felt the
TFWA World Exhibition was an ideal

Focus on
the east

Luxury fashion and eyewear
producer Marcolin is looking to
the Asia Pacific region for growth
as it introduces new lines to its
portfolio, including frames to fit
Asian consumers. International
Account Manager Marco Lares
said the company had seen a
growth in travel retail sales of
around 30% in the last two years.
The company has a portfolio of
nine brands including Diesel,
Mont Blanc, Roberto Cavalli, and
Swarovski. “We design everything
according to the DNA of the
product brand,” said Lares.
Duty Free and Travel Retail
Manager Chiara Polverini said:
“Our portfolio is well balanced.
What’s important is that we always
try to select the best clients, and
best shops for our products.”
Polverini said Marcolin has seen
an increase demand for bright
colours in its ranges, such as
orange, turquoise, and pink during
recessionary times. Consumers see
the bright colours as an antidote to
gloomy times.
Lares added Marcolin’s own future
looks bright after PAI Partners
concluded a €200million investment to buy a 78% controlling share
of the company’s growing business.

Yellow Village B19
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The $3
billion
dollar
question
Kraft Foods World Travel Retail (KFWTR)
yesterday hosted a breakfast briefing at
the Majestic Hotel, where a rebranding
and a vision to increase confectionery
category sales by $3 billion were unveiled.
Andreas Fehr, Managing Director, KFWTR,
explained that the company will be
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renamed Mondelez World Travel Retail
in April 2013 to link in with the overall
rebranding of Kraft Foods as Mondelez
International.
Fehr, along with Anna Szentivanyi,
Manager Customer Marketing, also
highlighted the potential of the confectionery category as a whole, explaining
that there is scope for overall sales to be
increased by $3 billion over the next three
years.
This ambition is the result of more than
three years of research by KFWTR, which
included surveys with more than 70,000
passengers, as well as 35,000 passenger
interviews.
Szentivanyi explained that three main
challenges were identified through the

research: not enough travellers are going
into the stores; passengers aren’t spending enough; and two-thirds of travel retail
shoppers only come back infrequently.
Fehr said: “Confectionery is the solution
because this category can drive footfall
throughout travel retail.”
He also explained that in order to change
consumer behaviour, the shopping
environment needs to be changed and
this requires close collaboration between
the landlord, retailer and brand owner.
This relationship is “critical”, Fehr said, to
achieving the growth target. With this in
mind, a toolbox with 37 separate actions
has been developed, all of which can help
to trigger changes in behaviour and drive
revenue throughout the entire journey.

Selective
approach

US
expansion

Frey Wille has a number of meetings lined
up this week with operators and airports
that fit in with the specific philosophy of
the jewellery brand.
“We’re very selective in terms of identifying
the duty free shops where we want to be,”
said Wessam Elmona, Director Duty Free,
Worldwide and General Manager Middle
East & Africa. “The space has to be right,
the presentation of the products has to be
right, and the passenger profile has to fit in
with our own target profile.”
The latest line being presented is the
Flowers collection, while Elmona explained
that the company is currently working on a
jewellery line that is inspired by Africa.
To ensure that Frey Wille’s products
sell well in all duty free and travel retail
locations in which the company is present,
the products are trialled for a period to
time to gauge customer reaction.
“We do trial the products in specific
regions to test what the feedback is like,”
Elmona said. “The collections with the best
feedback and sales are the ones that we
try to get into the travel retail market. This
helps to reduce the risk in the sector.”
The Frey Wille philosophy was aptly
summarised by Elmona, who explained:
“It’s very much less about quantity, more
about quality.”

Exhibiting again in Cannes this year,
Tommy Hilfiger is meeting with a
number of existing customers to
discuss the latest developments in the
sector and explore the next steps in the
ongoing partnerships with a number of
key retailers.
“It’s great to be able to catch up with
everyone in one place and to look at the
short, medium and long term plans,”
said Georg Faisst, Managing Director
REM North and Global Travel Retail.
The world-famous brand is already
well represented in travel retail across
the globe, but Faisst explained the
United States provides a source of great
potential. “We’re planning on opening
new stores in the US in some of the new
airport terminals,” he said. “For instance,
we’ll be opening a new store in Miami
Airport in January 2013. We’re also
currently in negotiations with a number
of different airports across the US.”
Outside North America, Tommy Hilfiger
also has further travel retail expansion
plans. Next month will see the opening
of a new store in Kuala Lumpur International Airport, while the company will
also focus on developing its presence
in Eastern Europe over the next six
months.

Yellow Village C15

Cut
Crystals
Equss is launching new collections in every
category of the Australian travel-retail
jewellery specialist’s range. Following the
popularity of its multicoloured crystal pieces
with air travellers worldwide, the Dewdrops
collection of necklaces and earrings is a cut
crystal meeting of simplicity and exuberance.
The Dynamic line of opulent chronograph
watches for men is also being showcased,
with both collections exclusive to the travel
market until their domestic release next
year, while the Femina selection of handwoven bags are unique to duty free.
2012 has seen considerable growth for
Equss, with a 20% profit increase since TFWA
World Exhibition last year marking an end
to diminished sales after the recession. Alex
Chaves, Managing Director, said: “This year
has been great for us, the financial climate
hit us quite hard in 2008, but it is much better
now – we are at a point where we are close
to be being back where we used to be then
which is excellent.”
Equss is in the process of developing an
elite line of ladies’ jewels exclusively for
inflight sales, but the focus this week is
most definitely fixed on expansion of its
duty free relations, with the Middle East, its
most profitable region, being the focus for
expansion along with South America, Europe
and the US where the goal is to propel the
development of more Equss ground stores.

Riviera Village RF11
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“The opportunity is out there,” Fehr
added, “and our team looks forward to
realising this vision with you.”

Riviera Village RG5

Inflight
success
“The start of the week was depressing.
The weather I mean – for business it
was a very good indeed”, said Guilhelm
Pena, Director of Sales at French
fashion house Repetto, where meetings
to discuss the brand’s prodigious
expansion in the travel retail market
have been virtually constant as new
enterprises open vast opportunities in
duty free and inflight.
The events of 2012 were music to the
ears at Repetto, with profit growth of 20%
leading to the launch of its first ready-towear collection and debut venture into
perfume – both available in the travel
retail market from early to mid-2013. The
recently developed products have led to
inflight deals being made with Cathay
Pacific and ANA.
As well as expanding into new sales
territories, Repetto is inflating its sales in
regional markets, with meetings throughout the week with distributors in the Asian
Pacific area – its second most prolific
market after France – and the impending
the opening of two corners in Hong Kong
and one in Guam.
In addition, statuesque new sales stands
for ground stores are being launched at
TFWA World Exhibition – inspired by a
twinkling music box, the first of its kind is
at Paris CDG Airport.

Bay Village Bay 17A
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Nailing it

Skincare
with bite
An engaging early start to the week has seen
UK skincare creator Nougat London embarking upon discussions with international
distributors that they couldn’t have expected.
Pip Thomas, Brand Development
Manager, said: “So far the exhibition
had been really positive for us. Surprisingly, we’ve met with distributors from
countries that we didn’t think we’d get to
talk to and are developing relationships
that might see us expand into the travel

retail markets of countries like Russia and
Columbia and places in the UAE.”
Nougat London is showcasing its new
restorative care line of nourishing gift sets
of treatments and creams at TFWA World
Exhibition this year, designed to smooth
skin on the hands, feet and body. The range
will be seen inflight and at ground stores.
Having recently acquired duty free deals in
the Asia-Pacific market, the body remedy
specialist is hoping to increase its European
presence by capturing attention in Scandinavia. “Ideally we’ll find some distributors
who are as precious about, and protective
of, our brand as the ones who take care of
us at the moment,” said Thomas.

Swiss nail-care and cosmetics company
Mavala has had a very successful year,
experiencing profuse profit growth of 7.5%
that is expected to increase by the end of the
year, and has led to the decision to greatly
expand reach in the travel retail sector.
Looking to build new connections and
open more ground stores, Christopher
Hodge, CEO of Mavala UK, said that the
company intends to expand worldwide
in duty free to escalate its international
reputation in the domestic market.
Mavala has ground stores in six UK
airports, and worldwide its products are
popular inflight with SAS and Monarch
Airways. Hodge believes that it is the
unique duty free experience that has

caused such good turnover for 2012, with
a distinctive luxury department store feel
about its airport corners.
“We call it the Mavala system; instead of
waiting around in the airport, travellers
can come to us for a nail treatment and
manicure and leave with our signature
5ml mini bottle nail polish that will fit in
their hand luggage.”
Mavala is showcasing its new 50th Collection, celebrating half a century since it
launched its iconic mini-bottled nail colour.
Designed with travellers in mind, it boasts
classic reds and pink polishes named after
the worlds most glamorous places.
Also launching at the TFWA World Exhibition are Mavala’s new display units and
powder eyeshadow, for release into the
travel retail market in 2013.
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Passion
for Life
The creative embodiment of the spirit
of the modern traveller, Desigual is
introducing its latest pieces – its first
accessories designed exclusively for
inflight sales. The bohemian chic,
graffiti print travel wallet is at the
centre of the new products, and is
packaged with two brightly coloured
beatnik style pashminas. Desigual says
that the new range – introduced with
the La Vida Es Chula – Sex, Fun, Love
collection is not just an accessory for
everyday, but a philosophy for life that
revolves around passion, vitality and a
love of living.
As well as reinforcing relationships
with its main operators Heinemann and
Illya, the Spanish designer is hoping to
expand its inflight presence in Europe
and the Americas, and is currently
forming blossoming relationships with
American Airlines, Jetstar Asia and
Tiger Airways, which will be selling
the exclusive inflight items onboard
by 2013.
Desigual has opened 30 new ground
stores in the last six months, and
continuing its international expansion
at the TWFA World Exhibition aims to

establish 60 points of duty free sale
over 35 airports worldwide by the end
of the year.

Mediterranean
Village N5
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Asian
growth
Jewellery brand Folli Follie has embarked
on an innovative marketing strategy to
boost its Asian domestic and travel retail
business. The supplier is working with
Hong Kong model and actress Gaile Lai
for photo shoots, focusing on the theme of
travel to appeal to the Asian market.
The brand has also been sponsoring and
judging the Miss China awards and is
launching jewellery under an ‘east meets
west’ theme. “This is part of our aggressive growth in mainland China and Asia in
general,” said Johnnie Voutsas, FF Group
Vice President International.
Folli Follie is currently in 24 countries
around the world and Voutsas admitted
the brand is “really stepping on the gas
pedal now” in its expansion drive.
Meanwhile, jewellery brand Links of
London, which is being exhibited on the
Folli Follie stand is embarking on a brand
repositioning, as part of a new campaign to
maintain its image as a traditionally British
brand. Its new marketing campaigns will
focus on the themes of British Heritage as
Voutsas explained: “We need to maintain
the British brand DNA, which is part of
our international strategy. Travel retail is a

exhibition news

Korean
skincare

perfect channel for this.”
The group is really pushing watches,
according to Voutsas and was named
British Jewellery Designer of the Year.
“But this is for the jewellery side and we
are not only a jewellery brand. We want to
get this across going forward.”
In other news, Links of London provided
the official jewellery collection for the
London 2012 Olympic Games and has
also developed a range in association with
McLaren, “a traditional British Formula 1
brand,” said Voutsas. “While this isn’t in
travel retail, we are looking to expand.”

Korean skincare specialist AMOREPACIFIC
is launching an update to its popular
Laneige Water Sleeping Pack. Laneige,
which uses a high level of water in its
products, sells one every 15 seconds and is
now launching the Firming Sleeping Pack,
which is for women in their 20s and 30s.
“It’s more advanced and we expect it to be
really popular in China,” said Sung-Min
Choo, Staff International Strategy.
Also in the line-up on the AMOREPACIFIC
stand is Blackhead Melting Gel, which
comes complete with a silicone bristled

brush and a Purity-Tox Boosting Essence,
which detoxifies the skin.
Its Sulwhasoo line is based on traditional
Korean herbal medicine and is the
number one skincare brand in Korea
with 30% market share. It is launching
two varieties of facial serum: Snowise
Spot Serum, which boosts the skin with
ginseng and Inerise Complete Serum,
which tones and texturises.
AMOREPACIFIC is heavily focused on Asia,
but Choo revealed that “we are planning
to launch in US travel retail thanks to
positive feedback from US retailers”.
Sulwhasoo has been stocked on the US
domestic market since 2010. Laneige’s
price range is $30-$40 with Sulwhasoo’s
price range being $140-$180.
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Bentley’s
first
fragrance

WiT meeting
Yesterday evening’s Women in Travel (WiT)
meeting aimed to raise €10,000 in order to
provide equipment for a charitable school
in India. Last year’s WiT meeting was
aiming to raise enough to build a school
four hours north of Delhi for 75 children,
initially, with mental or physical disabilities. With a donation of a rare edition
from William Grant raising £42,000 among
many other donations, it ensured a school was
built in the grounds of a secondary school with

a home for the children also built.
WiT was aiming to raise a minimum of
€10,000 and with a donation of €5,000
from Heinemann alone, looked like being
well on the way to achieving its goal.
After the children graduate from the
school, they will be able to learn at the
secondary school within the same grounds.
The WiT meeting featured a silent
auction, with prizes including a Chloé bag
from DFS.

Art & Fragrance held a cocktail party
last night to celebrate the launch of
the first Bentley fragrance. Bentley is
a new license for the fragrance house,
which was also launching the latest
Lalique perfume at the Majestic Hotel.
Roger von der Weid, CEO, told the
TFWA Daily that Bentley was launching
both an Eau de Parfum and an Eau
de Toilette for men “to be flexible and
respond to distribution needs”. The
company isn’t planning a feminine
version “as we need to first establish
the fragrance brand”, but is planning
line extensions.
Bentley will have selective distribution with a two-week exclusive launch
period already confirmed at Harrods
before worldwide rollout commences.
Also launching was the latest Lalique
women’s fragrance Satine. “It’s our
proprietary brand. so it was time to
launch a feminine fragrance again,”
he added. The bottle is based on an
original Lalique design and is complemented by a crystal edition. The last

female fragrance launch for Lalique
was in 2011. Both fragrances will retail
at €80 for the EdT and €87 for the
100ml EdP.
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Celebrating
a century
The 100th anniversary of the creation of
the first praline was celebrated at a party
on the Neuhaus stand yesterday. The
company has created a special Precious
range, which retails for €30, as part of the
anniversary year. The collection contains
20 innovative jewel-shaped pralines.
Managing Director Jos Linkens explained
to guests a timeline of the Neuhaus
company history since its formation in
1857. He explained to guests how Belgian

CRYSTAL
CLEAR
Sun Jewelry is showing customers
its new Crystal collection this week in
Cannes – around 40 pieces, including
gold necklaces and pendants of Italianate
design and filigree delicacy – with rose
and ceramic centre shapes. Coming
too is its Gift of Love collection based

chocolatier Jean Neuhaus junior’s
passion for chocolate led to the creation
of the praline in 1912. Linkens said global
travel retail now accounts for more than
third of Neuhaus’ sales.
Pictured are Neuhaus Managing Director Jos Linkens, Marketing Director
Brigitte De Cock, and Brand Director
Hugues Tomeo.

Yellow Village AA11

on the simple reminder of that first
moment when a couple fall in love.
There are many attractive pendant
designs, such as jade oval drop shapes,
hearts and even a guitar with rhodium
plated silver bracelets and necklaces.
The brand has enjoyed great success
with collections based on emotional
moments celebrating love, good health
and fortune. “We are interested in
working with experienced agents in
Europe,” said CEO Wendy Chao.”
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oslo airport
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Oslo’s T2 to bring major
commercial benefits
Oslo Airport’s T2 redevelopment includes a significant focus on expanding and enhancing the
airport’s commercial offering. While the project is not scheduled to be complete until 2017, Espen
Ettre, the airport’s Director Property and Commercial Development, explained to Ryan Ghee that
a huge amount of interest has already been expressed by a variety of commercial operators.
The investment in the retail facilities is part of the wider reaching T2
extension that will effectively see
the two terminals integrated into a
single facility. From an operator’s
perspective, one of the main attractions is that all passengers will be
processed under a single roof and
therefore exposed to the entire
retail offering.
In addition, as Norway is not a member of
the European Union, its main international
gateway can offer duty free sales to all
passengers; another positive from a
passenger and operator viewpoint.
“We have enough space for passenger
processing, but there’s not enough space
in the existing terminal to develop the

As part of the T2 development, Oslo Airport’s commercial floorspace will be increased to 28,000sqm.
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To help promote sales, a smartphone app has been developed for passengers, including a retail feature that
highlights specific products and special offers that can be found in the duty free stores.

commercial facilities,” Ettre explained.
“One of the tasks in the planning of T2
is to increase the airport’s commercial space from about 13,000sqm to
28,000sqm in 2017.”
Among the major players already present
at Oslo Airport are SSP and Heinemann,
the latter of which opened a new Heinemann Travel Value Fashion Shop in the
International Pier earlier this year. Ettre
said: “We’ll prepare the tender process
for T2 from 2015. The operators here are
very keen to continue at the airport and
other international and local brands have
also shown an interest.
“The benefit is that we’ll have more
efficient shopping areas. It’ll be larger
and it will offer us the possibility to have
more shops and more brands in Oslo
Airport. To have just one terminal is also
more efficient for the passengers and
the airlines.”
Ettre was also keen to highlight the
fact that Oslo Airport invests a great
amount of energy into ensuring that its
relationship with each of the retailers
remains strong. “We always try to work
hard together with the operators,” he
explained. For instance, the airport has a
specific team dedicated to working with
the operators on establishing common
marketing and a common approach to
encourage passenger spend. A smartphone app has also been developed for
passengers, including a retail feature
that highlights specific products and
special offers that can be found in the
duty free stores.
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Capacity extension
The commercial interest in the T2
development has also been buoyed by
the consistent passenger growth trend
at the airport. Although the airport was
initially designed to handle 17 million
annual passengers, a total of 21 million
passengers were processed in 2011, and
the airport is on course to post a further
increase this year. The extension of
facilities will increase the airport’s overall
capacity to 35 million and will ensure that
the facilities are in place to cope with the
long-term demand.
While the T2 project will not be complete
for another five years, Oslo Airport is also
focusing on upgrading the Terminal 1
facilities and this includes improvements
to the existing retail and food & beverage
offering. “We’re continuing to develop the
walkthrough duty free in both arrivals and
departures,” he said. “Because of the tax
level domestically in Norway, we give a
high priority to duty free as that’s what the
passenger wants. Of course, Norway is
not a member of the European Union, so
we can offer duty free sales for passengers travelling to all destinations, which is
why Norwegian travellers tend to be very
interested in duty free goods in
the airport.”
This demand from the passenger, along
with airport’s continued investment and
the interest of operators in increasing
their presence at the airport, will help to
ensure that Oslo Airport’s commercial
income continues to increase in the
medium- and long-term.
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New
stores
Fashion brand Pal Zileri is making more
headway in Russian travel retail with the
opening of two airport stores next year. In
March, it will open a location at Kazan City
Airport and one at Yekaterinburg Airport.
Both stores will be 30sqm shop-in-shop
boutiques, operated by Heinemann.
Mohamed Snoussi, Travel Retail Director, revealed that it is a new relationship with Heinemann, as Pal Zileri
doesn’t have any prior stores with the
retailer. Regionally, Russia is one of
Pal Zileri’s strongest markets domestically and in travel retail. The Middle

A taste
of honey
Drambuie has been promoting its brand
in hotspots around the globe, including
Rio, Sydney, and London, and even had
exclusive tastings of its $5,800 Jacobite
Collection in the Middle East and
Asia Pacific.
Marketing Director Miranda Rennie said
only 150 presentation boxes have been
released of the Jacobite Collection –
the most rare product in the Drambuie
range. Rennie said tastings have taken
place in Dubai and Singapore: “That’s
über exclusive, invitation only – we even
sent out our chief blender.”
Drambuie is showcasing its new ‘A
Taste of the Extraordinary’ campaign at
TFWA World Exhibition. Rennie said the
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East and China are also strong. Pal
Zileri has four store locations in travel
retail at Hong Kong, Munich, Moscow

Sheremetyevo and Venice.
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campaign would begin with a cinema
campaign in Europe at Christmas,
before being rolled out internationally
in 2013. It features a black and white
campaign with a dash of colour being
added to adverts in the form of the
golden hue of Drambuie.
The original Drambuie is a blend of
aged Scotch whisky, spices and heather
honey. It accounts for 95% of travel
retail sales for the House of Drambuie.
The range has been extended with the
introduction by Drambuie 15, which
features 15-year-old Speyside malts
and Royal Legacy of 1745, and was
produced in a limited edition of 3,720
bottles.
Rennie said Drambuie has a broad
appeal – not only in the liqueur sector,
but it also crossed over into the whisky
category. She added: “We are the
original honey liqueur.”
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